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I would like to express our gratitude for the invitation to present at this hearing on the Fossil Fuel 

Divestment Bill.  We are grateful to Deputy Pringle for introducing the Bill, and to this busy 

Oireachtas Committee for prioritising its consideration before the recess.  This shows a recognition 

of the significant level of public interest in this Bill, and of the urgency of the issue both for us here in 

Ireland, and for the poorest people around the world who Trócaire represents.  

Trócaire was invited to attend an event in Cork City a few weeks ago.  Members of the local 

community had organised a forum on climate change where they invited their TDs to come and 

engage with them on the issue of climate action, and on the Fossil Fuel Divestment Bill in particular.  

At the event a grandfather spoke.  He posed a question to the elected representatives present, and 

to the 130 members of the public who had come to the event: ‘“What did you do when you knew?’ 

What will we tell our grandchildren when they ask us this question?”.  The simplicity and sincerity of 

his question brought everyone in the room beyond all the data and details to the basic moral 

challenge posed to each of us as we make policy and behavioural decisions around climate change.  

 
As Trócaire, we are already seeing the game changing impacts of increasingly unpredictable and 
severe weather.  Members of the Committee will be aware of the crisis currently unfolding in East 
Africa, where almost 25 million people are in urgent need of food aid as the drought continues.  This 
is the latest of an ever increasing log of the impacts of climate change already today.  An unfolding 
human tragedy that will lead to increasing poverty, hunger, inequality, displacement and conflict. 

Trócaire and other agencies are supporting these communities to adapt their livelihoods to ongoing 
changes – and are providing humanitarian assistance to the increasing disasters.  These efforts are 
essential and must be scaled up to avoid further unnecessary hardship and loss of life.  But we can 
see on the ground how fragile the situation already is, and the very real prospect of reaching a point 
beyond which these communities cannot adapt.  

As we meet these women and men, face to face, and see their suffering as a result of a problem 
caused by the fossil fuel based economies of richer countries, we as an agency have to ask ourselves 
– ‘We know: so what are we doing?’  And that is why we are campaigning for climate action and 
ambition in Ireland, and why we are here today to urge the Committee and the Houses of the 
Oireachtas to progress and pass this Bill to divest the Ireland Strategic Investment Fund (ISIF) from 
fossil fuels as soon as possible. 



The vast majority of existing fossil fuel reserves must remain unburned if we are to deliver on the 

temperature limits set out in the Paris Agreement1. The fossil fuel question has come to represent a 

concrete and compelling test of our intent to deliver on the commitments made in that landmark 

Agreement.  Christiana Figueres, the UN’s chief diplomat responsible for the negotiation of the 

Agreement has warned that unless action and ambition are increased by 2020, it will not be possible 

to achieve the temperature limits set out in the Agreement2.  This would make the Sustainable 

Development Goals that Ireland led the way in negotiating in 2015 impossible to achieve, and global 

poverty, hunger and inequality will be exacerbated significantly.   

Historical evidence shows that divestment, even on a significant scale, does not result in the 
dissolution of an industry.  What every divestment campaign to date has done successfully is to shift 
public and political opinion, leading to changes in government policies, market norms and 
investment principles3.  Divesting the ISIF from fossil fuels will not end the fossil fuel industry 
globally, or here in Ireland, but it can significantly bolster political, public, private sector and investor 
understanding of the fact that fossil fuels must be phased out as soon as possible in a manner that 
that is just and forward looking, ensuring prosperity for all.     

Those calling for divestment from the fossil fuel industry do not want nor expect fossil fuel use to 

stop overnight.  We do not want a cliff edge but rather a timely, managed and just transition that 

puts the most vulnerable globally, as well as vulnerable households, communities and workers in 

Ireland, at the centre of concern.  The cliff edge we must avoid however, is that of failing to deliver 

on the Paris Agreement, and that means stopping the expansion of the fossil fuel industry and 

stepping up the pace of the phase-out. 

In stark contrast with Ireland’s strong reputation for responsible multilateralism and commitment to 

global poverty eradication, Ireland is consistently failing to deliver on its commitments on climate 

change.  And Ireland cannot hide behind its small size and population.  According to Ireland’s 

Environmental Protection Agency, Ireland has one of the highest levels of greenhouse gas emissions 

per person in the world4.   

In closing, I would like to bring us back to that Grandfather from Cork, and to the millions of women, 
men and children in the poorest parts of the world who are suffering today from climate impacts 
that are already too much.  The transition is complex and must be managed; but moral leadership 
that can unlock new ambition and progress is absolutely essential. In his seminal encyclical, Laudato 
si' – On Care for Our Common Home, Pope Francis says,  

‘Hope would have us recognize that there is always a way out, that we can always redirect our steps, 
that we can always do something to solve our problems. Still, we can see signs that things are now 
reaching a breaking point  (…) We must regain the conviction that we need one another, that we 
have a shared responsibility for others and the world.’   

Other moral leaders, from Archbishop Desmond Tutu, to former President of Ireland and UN Special 
Envoy on El Niño and Climate, Mary Robinson, have spoken out in support of the fossil fuel 
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divestment movement5.  The movement is one of hope. We urge the Committee, and the 
Oireachtas, to continue the swift passage of this Bill to send an incredibly important global message 
of hope, solidarity and political leadership that will benefit us all. 

 

Ends 
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